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Susan Duncan, MJE, is a retired journalism teacher who currently works for a community newspaper where she
does a little bit of whatever needs to be done. Duncan began writing for her hometown newspaper as soon as she
graduated high school and has being writing ever since. She advised 29 yearbooks and 15 years of newspapers,
both in print and online. She is the convention director for the Texas Association of Journalism Educators and was
recognized with their Texas Treasure award in2019. She is a past president of TAJE and winner of the Edith Fox King
Award and the UIL Sponsor Excellence Award.
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Professional journalist and former High School journalism teacher Suzanne Bardwell and her husband Jim, own
Bardwell INK,LLC which produces three community newspapers. Bardwell's former students consistently qualified
and excelled in state UIL/ILPC competition. Her High School yearbook program received ILPC's Lone Star award for
over a decade of excellence. She has taught workshops for ILPC, CSPA, NSPA, Balfour and Herff‐Jones publishing.
Bardwell received ILPC's Max R. Haddick Journalism Teacher of the Year for Texas, the Edith Fox King award and
Texas Exes Excellence in Teaching award. She currently serves on the Texas Press Association's Legislative Action
Committee and as scholarship chair for the North & East Texas PressAssociation.
We are a small company that listens! If you have any questions or if there is an area that you would like fully explored, let us
hear from you. We hope you enjoy this product and stay in contact with us throughout your academic journey.
~ President Hexco Inc., Linda Tarrant
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Copyright © 2021 by Hexco Academic. All rights reserved. Reproduction or translation of any part of this work beyond that
permitted by Section 107 or 108 of the 1976 United States Copyright Act without the permission of the copyright owner is
unlawful. The purchaser of this product is responsible for adhering to this law which prohibits the sharing or reselling of
copyrighted material with anyone. This precludes sharing with coaches or students from other schools via mail, fax, email, or
simply "passing along." Hexco materials may not be posted online. Exception/permission for photocopies granted by Hexco
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FOR JUDGE'S USE
Points from PART 1

POINTS/ 15

Points from PART 2

POINTS/ 10

Part 3 is graded ONLY
to break ties.

Points from
PART 1 & 2

POINTS/ 25

Points from PART 3

POINTS/ 25
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DIRECTIONS: This test is divided into three sections. Write your responses as indicated.
You have 15 minutes.
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Part 1: Circle the correct response. (1 pt. each)
1. The child in that room is on the waitlist / wait list for a kidney transplant.
2. Playoff / play off football teams are in the hunt for the state title.
3. The eclipse, viewed on television by millions in every state, was / were spectacular.
4. The reporter wrote a story about hockey / hocky players.
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5. Who / Whom will be the first to make it to Mars?

6. The Rev. / Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. arguably influenced this country like no
other, but he lost his life in the battle for civil rights.

7. Having reliable wi-fi / Wi-Fi at my house has made remote learning easier.

8. Both the children and their teacher enjoy / enjoys a holiday from each other.
9. So much of history classes is devoted to learning about wars / War.
10. Will the new POTUS Tweet / tweet as much as the previous one?

11. Creating webpages / web pages in my graphic design class was the focus of this week.
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12. The president called in the secret service / Secret Service to investigate the threat.
13. Our new principle / principal used to live in Hawaii.

14. Sixteen-year-olds are known for making their / there vocal independence evident.
15. My appointment is for 12:00 p.m. / noon.
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Part 2: Edit the following sentences to eliminate wordiness as well as any errors in
AP style, grammar, spelling or punctuation. Use clearly understood editing symbols.
(2 pts. each)

1.

A justice of the piece is the lowest level of judge in the state court system. He
preforms marriages, administers oaths and holds court monthly to adjudicate
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disputes.

2.

Going to high, over 300 ◦, or too low, -20 degrees, can brake a glass thermometre.

3.

Twirlers and dril team preformers spends weeks preparing for half time programs.

4.

The constitution of the U.S., the nations fundamental law, was framed in 1987 by the
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constitutional convention.

5.

"The coronavirus has proven to be deadly, killing over 300000 people in the U.S.A.,"
dr. Anthony Fauci explained. "I had hoped people would have been more serious
about taking precautions in the begining of the outbreak."
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PART 3: In the space provided, edit the following news brief to make the wording clear, to
eliminate wordiness as well as any errors in AP style, grammar, spelling or punctuation.
You do NOT have to rewrite the news brief. Make notes of anything you believe needs
clarification, additional research or additional reporting.
Due to the increase of the number of the coronavirus in america, the Centre for Disease Control
recommends that all parks and playgrounds close for at lest the next three weeks. The C.D.C. will
reexamine the numbers of cases after three weeks to make further recommendations. Follownig
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the govenment's lead, the Leaguetown school board voted to close all campus playgrounds
beginning January 2.

"I do not think it will be that much of an issue since very few parents and students use the

playgrounds after school during such cold whether," superintendent Brian White said. "Hopefully,
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we can open the playfrounds again before the time of peek usage occurs."

The walking trails that wind through the school campuses will remain open for now, White said, as
long as residents practice social distancing.

Playgrounds will be closed for K-6 studnets through the school day, since keeping the playground
equipment disinfected throughout the day would be difficult.

"You would have to live untder a rock not to know what the CDC says," board member Rita
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Heworth said. "If they'res a way to keep our kids safe by keeping them off the equipment and
ballfields that is what we need to do. Our kids will follow the rules if we make them clear."

Teachers are planning additional craft activities and movement exercises sooted to their

classrooms to make up for reccess time. Anyone who would like to donate crafting items should
contact the elementry school office.
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PART 2

PART 1

1. waitlist

2. playoffs
3. was

4. hockey

6. Rev.
7. Wi-Fi
8. enjoy
9. wars
10. tweet
11. webpages
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5. Whom

12. Secret Service

14. their
15. noon
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13. principal
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